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Premier science largely depends on the quality of the pool of future scientists. For this reason the United States has made a major effort over the past 30 years to attract more outstanding U.S. students, particularly women, into research science. Women have risen to the challenge with significant increases in all physical sciences and engineering, and they have made a huge advance in the life sciences, where they now receive more than 50 percent of all Ph.D.s.

Women represent a large part of the talent pool for research science, but many data sources indicate that they are more likely than men to “leak” out of the pipeline in the sciences before obtaining a tenured position at a college or university. The loss of these women, together with serious increases in European and Asian nations’ capacity for research, means the long-term dependability of a highly trained U.S. workforce and global preeminence in the sciences may be in question.

The Obama administration has made scientific research a major priority, with the 2009 stimulus package, or American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, including billions of dollars to the federal granting agencies, most prominently the National Institutes of Health, the National Science Foundation, and the Department of Energy. This investment was made to create jobs, to maintain America’s scientific competitiveness in the global market, and to balance a recent decline in real dollars provided by federal granting agencies to support basic and applied research at universities and colleges. This initiative depends on an innovative, highly trained scientific workforce.

A recent report by the National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences confirmed that women who receive Ph.D.s in the sciences were less likely than men to seek academic research positions—the path to cutting-edge discovery—and they were more likely to drop out before attaining tenure if they did take on a faculty post. However, the NRC report stated that their surveys did not shed light on many of the potential reasons why women were more likely to drop out: “The report does not explore the impact of children and family obligations (including elder care) on women’s willingness to pursue faculty positions in R1 institutions or the duration of postdoctoral positions.”

This report, based on extensive original research, addresses this impact and identifies both when and why women and men with caregiving plans or responsibilities drop or opt out of the academic science career path. It provides an extensive examination of the experi-
ences of researchers as well as the role that institutions of higher education and federal granting agencies play in regard to the leaky pipeline in the sciences.

The report is based on data from a number of sources: A national longitudinal survey, the Survey of Doctorate Recipients; surveys of four academic researcher populations in the University of California system, including doctoral students, postdoctoral scholars, academic researchers, and faculty; a survey of the 62 member institutions of the Association of American Universities, a nonprofit organization of leading public and private research universities in the United States and Canada; and a survey of 10 of the major federal granting agencies.

Key findings

This report makes an important contribution to understanding how family affects women's ability to make it to the top of the scientific community. First, we examine the role of family formation (marriage and children) on leaks from the academic pipeline to tenure, the experiences of doctoral students and postdoctoral scholars in career path decision making, and the reputation of careers in academic settings. Next, we focus on family responsive benefits, such as paid maternity and parental leave, for researchers at major universities around the country, and the role of the federal granting agencies in regard to these issues. We then examine the structure of academia particularly in relation to time pressures, and finally make clear recommendations on further steps that research universities and federal agencies can take to fully address leaks in the academic pipeline.

Family formation—most importantly marriage and childbirth—accounts for the largest leaks in the pipeline between Ph.D. receipt and the acquisition of tenure for women in the sciences.

Our findings indicate that women in the sciences who are married with children are 35 percent less likely to enter a tenure track position after receiving a Ph.D. than married men with children (see Figure 1). And they are 27 percent less likely than their male counterparts to achieve tenure upon entering a tenure-track job. By contrast, single women without young children are roughly as successful as married men with children in attaining a tenure-track job, and a little more successful than married women with children in achieving tenure. Married women without children also do not fare quite as well as men.

Scientists often make decisions about their career path while still in training.

In unparalleled surveys of doctoral students and postdoctoral scholars at the University of California, we found that both men and women report a shifting away from the career goal of research professor, with women's move being more pronounced. Among doctoral
students, career-life issues populate four of the top-five most commonly cited reasons why students changed their minds, with women more likely than men to cite these issues as very important, and more than twice as likely as men to cite issues related to children.

In contrast, for postdoctoral scholars career issues populated four of the top-five most commonly cited issues. "Issues related to children" was the only career-life issue in the top five and the only one that the majority of women who shifted their career goal away from research professor cited as very important. Women postdoctoral scholars who had a child while a postdoctoral scholar were twice as likely to change their career goal as men and twice as likely to do so as women with no children and no future plans to have them.

Research-intensive careers in university settings have a bad reputation with both men and women.

The majority of doctoral students and postdoctoral scholars indicated that they were concerned about the family friendliness of possible career paths, but research-intensive universities were considered the least family friendly of a range of possible career choices including tenure-track careers at teaching-intensive institutions, non-tenure track faculty positions, policy and managerial careers inside and outside academia, and research careers
within and outside academia. Only 36 percent of postdoctoral women and 52 percent of postdoctoral men, and 28 percent of doctoral student women and 44 percent of doctoral student men viewed tenure-track careers at research-intensive institutions as family friendly.

America’s researchers receive limited benefits when it comes to family-responsive policies such as paid maternity and parental leave. Young scientists early in the pipeline are the least likely to have these benefits.

Faculty are the only population where a majority of the 62 AAU universities (58 percent) provide a baseline family-responsive maternity leave policy of at least six weeks of guaranteed paid leave following childbirth, without limitations that prohibit access to it (see Figure 2). Only a fraction of research universities offer this level of paid maternity leave to graduate students, postdoctoral scholars, and academic researchers, with only 13 percent of universities making this baseline policy available to graduate students (43 percent of them offer only ad hoc paid leave, or no paid leave at all). The level of paid parental leave is even less encouraging—only a tiny number of institutions provide a baseline of at least one week of guaranteed paid parental leave without limitations to any of the four populations.

Many universities do provide some maternity and parental leave, but the limitations associated with these policies significantly affect contingent classes of researchers such as graduate students, postdoctoral scholars, and academic researchers. These limitations include requirements that limit the number of individuals who qualify for the policy, limitations on the length of the policy or the percentage of salary paid, and limitations focused on the accrual of sick and/or vacation leave.

**FIGURE 2**
Provision of paid maternity leave for academic populations at Association of American Universities member institutions

Faculty are the only population who enjoy paid maternity leave from a majority of AAU institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grad student researchers</th>
<th>13%</th>
<th>42%</th>
<th>2%</th>
<th>43%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Postdoctoral fellows</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic researchers</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Entitlement to at least 6 weeks of paid leave.
- Limitations to paid leave (e.g. only for particular groups, partial pay, less than 6 weeks, requirements for previous service time, etc.).
- Paid leave depends on sick and/or vacation leave accruals.
- Delay in availability of sick and/or vacation leave accruals, ie., FMLA.
- Less, ad hoc, or no paid leave available.

Federal agencies have a shared responsibility with universities in providing adequate family responsive benefits for America’s researchers.

Federal agencies that fund the lion’s share of research at universities across the nation defer to the family responsive policies of the institutions. However, three specific aspects of the role of federal agencies suggest a shared responsibility with universities in these issues: the existence of research fellows under the direct employment of federal agencies and associated institutions; the public commitment of federal agencies to assuring gender equity in the science pipeline; and the role of federal agencies in assuring Title IX compliance by federal grant-contract recipients, including research universities.

Some universities may be out of compliance with Title IX requirements.

According to findings from our survey, some universities may not be complying with Title IX, which requires that research universities receiving federal funds 1) treat pregnancy as a temporary disability for purposes of calculating job-related benefits, including any employer-provided leave, and 2) provide unpaid, job-protected leave for “a reasonable period of time” if the institution does not maintain a leave policy for employees.

When asked about the provision of unpaid leave to postdoctoral scholar birth mothers, one university respondent indicated that they do not provide it, and six indicated that they did not know whether or not it was provided. All universities and colleges should have in place a clear policy regarding unpaid leave for birth mothers. And Title IX reviews should look at these policies to ensure that universities are in compliance.

The lock-step structure of academia is unforgiving. Parents, but particularly women, experience significant caregiving responsibilities up through age 50, making it hard for them to keep up with academic career pressures.

Federal grants play a critical role in achieving promotion and tenure in academia. However, tenure-track faculty women who are married with young children are 21 percent less likely than tenure-track men who are married with young children to have their work partially or fully supported by federal grants or contracts, and 26 percent less likely than tenure-track women who are married without young children.

The time pressures of academia are unrelenting for most faculty in the sciences, who work on average about 50 hours a week up through age 62. When combined with caregiving hours and house work, UC women faculty with children, ages 30 to 50, report a weekly average of over 100 hours of combined activities (—compared to 86 hours for men with children). And women faculty with children provide an average of more than 30 hours a week of caregiving up through age 50, while family responsive policies rarely address this long-term career-life issue.
Evidence indicates that the collision course between career timing and family timing may be worsening—the average age for tenure receipt among tenure-track faculty in the sciences was 36 in 1985, and extended out past age 39 by 2003.

Both research universities and federal agencies have taken some initial but uncoordinated steps toward breaking up the lock-step academic structure.

Although much remains to be done, some AAU institutions have put in place family responsive policies, benefits, and resources, including time-based policies and benefits such as stopping the clock (i.e., tenure-clock extension), various child care supports such as on- and off-campus centers, monetary supplements such as tuition remissions, and other resources such as lactation rooms.

Federal agencies have made similar efforts, with some agencies—particularly NIH and NSF—standing above the rest. Some of the efforts include the provision of no-cost extensions for caregiving purposes (typically providing an additional year to complete the project, with no additional funds), grant supplements to support family responsive policies or needs, gender equity workshops, formalized agency policies or statements supporting women in the academic pipeline, allowing part-time effort on fellowships or grants, and extending the fellowship period for caregiving.

However, the lack of coordination between research universities and federal agencies creates inconsistent and inadequate coverage.

Recommendations for federal agencies and universities

Promote clear, well-communicated, baseline family responsive policies for all classes of researchers.

As described at length in this report, America’s researchers do not receive enough family responsive benefits, particularly the more junior researchers. Together, federal agencies and universities can make headway in solving this systemic problem.

Federal agencies, particularly the National Institutes of Health, the National Science Foundation, and the nonprofit organization The American Association for the Advancement of Science, which oversees federally funded research fellows for many of the federal granting agencies, can help by setting equitable, clearly communicated baseline family responsive policies for their fellows. At the same time, universities need to adopt baseline family responsive policies for all of their classes of researchers—not just faculty. Graduate student researchers and postdoctoral scholars receive the most limited benefits and are arguably the most important in affecting the future of U.S. science.
Provide federal agency or university supplements to offset family event productivity loss.

Without providing additional financial supplements in association with family responsive policies, faculty principal investigators, or PIs—those with primary responsibility for the design, execution, and management of a research project—will continue to bear the brunt of supporting family-related absences from their research dollars. This dynamic is unfair to PIs and may create a situation where they will find it to their advantage to avoid hiring researchers who might eventually need family responsive policies. This becomes an unintended form of discrimination against women. To avoid this structural difficulty, supplementary funding needs to be provided when researchers paid off of grants take necessary leaves/modifications.

Collaboratively move toward a full package of family friendly policies that take into account the career-family life course.

All major research universities should look to build a family-friendly package of policies and resources, and federal agencies can provide much more than they already do. Sharing and wide-scale adoption of proven practices are necessary.

Remove time-based criteria for fellowships and productivity assessments that do not acknowledge family events and their impact on career timing.

The lock-step timing of academia needs to be more flexible. Time caps and barriers to entry—such as those that require a postdoctoral scholar position to begin within a certain number of years following receipt of the Ph.D.—that set rigid sequential deadlines should be removed. Universities and federal agencies need to examine all of their policies in this regard and look for ways to encourage reentry into the pipeline for academic researchers who take time off for giving birth or caring for children and promote a more holistic concept of career patterns that honors the larger needs of individuals.

Collect and analyze the necessary data to make sure existing and future policy initiatives are effective in meeting researchers’ needs and comply with Title IX.

The lack of necessary data and multiyear commitments to these efforts continues to hamper our delivery of truly effective initiatives. Decisions about family responsive policies, programs, and benefits will continue to be made on intuition and anecdote if they are not tracked by systematic longitudinal data. Both federal agencies and universities need to build and maintain the necessary datasets to assess whether our efforts are yielding posi-
tive results and whether Title IX requirements are being met. Federal agencies can provide more grant programs to help determine whether our efforts are working, and Title IX compliance reviews should include questions on family responsive policies.

Our current inadequate family responsive benefits for America’s researchers makes no economic sense. In the world of federal grants individuals who drop out of science after years of training represent a huge economic loss and are a detriment to our nation’s future excellence. Given the Obama administration’s interest in maintaining America’s competitive advantage, future federal investments should be focused on patching the leaky pipeline in the sciences. Doing so will help us preserve our competitive edge.
Identifying the problem

The United States is a global leader in science, but we risk losing our edge

Since the end of World War II, major research universities, federal agencies, and private industry have built a scientific infrastructure across the United States of unprecedented nature. Working together, we have established ourselves as the premier science nation, the master of innovation in areas such as information technology and processing, nanotechnology, biotechnology, genetics, semiconductor electronics, weapons technology, and engineering, and the standard by which other nations measure themselves. Our stellar programs in the sciences attract graduate students and postdoctoral scholars from around the globe, and our commitment to funding both basic and applied science has served as a model to aspiring nations.  

After a recent decline in real dollars provided by federal granting agencies to support basic and applied research at universities and colleges (see Figure 3), the new administration—through the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act—has made clear its commitment to maintaining and furthering our scientific preeminence and the primacy of a new...
economy powered by cutting-edge technologies that spring from the interstices of biological, physical, and social sciences. The age of biology, genomic sequencing, nanotechnology, clean-energy technologies, and health information technology is truly at hand, and the Obama administration has made clear that they will use all necessary tools to further catalyze these developments.

Although recent debate is divided on whether we are maintaining our global preeminence in the sciences, certain patterns are generally accepted. Nations such as South Korea and China are experiencing relatively faster growth than the United States, and the European Union as a whole has achieved a magnitude similar to if not greater than our own. Other nations are also investing heavily in higher education, including providing incentives for students to obtain science and engineering degrees.

Perhaps more troubling, multiple sources of evidence suggest that younger generations of Americans begin their educational careers with interest in science but all too often sour on the enterprise, opting out along the way in pursuit of more attractive endeavors. This trend appears particularly acute among girls and women and among underrepresented minorities.

This general pattern of domestic attrition in the sciences has received greater attention in recent years, but the periodic sounds of alarm seem to have been subdued because our labor supply of talented scientists has been back-filled with large numbers of newly minted international Ph.D.s and postdoctoral fellows. This so-called “brain drain” from other countries that has so greatly benefited the United States appears to have suppressed our concern about the loss of some of our domestic populations from the science pipeline.

Increasingly, however, as high-tech regions have become established in other nations—India, Ireland, China, and South Korea, to name a few of the best known examples—and research universities around the world are seemingly closing the gap in regard to institutional excellence, the long-term dependability of this supply of highly trained readily available international work force is in question.

Demographic shifts in the U.S. academic science workforce

Our domestic supply of highly trained scientific researchers and scholars has undergone a tectonic shift in the last 40 years. Women, who once comprised a tiny fraction of our domestic Ph.D.s in the sciences, are becoming the majority population in large segments of the sciences: psychology, the social sciences, and perhaps most importantly, the large and rapidly expanding life sciences—the cornerstone of the new age of biology (see Figure 4).

The division between the more human-centric and non-human-centric sciences and its associated gender split remains, with women predisposed toward pursuits that tie more
directly to human experience, but even these lines are blurring. Women have made impressive gains in the least tractable of the sciences, breaking through into the once homogenous fields of physical sciences, technology, engineering, and mathematics. Over the last four decades, the relative proportion of women Ph.D. recipients has increased more than 100-fold in engineering (from a scant .2 percent in 1966 to 22.5 percent in 2006), 12-fold in the geosciences (3 percent to 36.6 percent), and 8-fold in the physical sciences (3.7 percent to 27.9 percent). Since these general trends appear unabated (see Figure 4) and women are outperforming men at the baccalaureate and master’s level of education in the United States, it seems reasonable to conclude that further gains are all but inevitable.

Despite this fundamental shift in the demographic rules of the game, academic institutions as a whole have been slow to understand some of the implications of a labor supply that is increasingly comprised of women. For example, the “leaky pipeline” for women in the sciences, sometimes referred to as the “pool problem” because of the low number of women in job applicant pools relative to their rates of doctoral degrees granted, has become a point of considerable debate in recent years. Discussions about the reasons for the leaks range from “chilly” institutional and departmental climates to gender bias and discrimination to innate differences in cognition to lack of mentoring to the role of marriage and children. This debate was perhaps best brought to national attention in the aftermath of comments by former President of Harvard University Lawrence Summers in 2005, when he referenced theories that women might have less intrinsic aptitude to excel at academic science careers.
In fact, research universities across the country and federal granting agencies are routinely confronted with evidence of a leaky or constricting pipeline for women in the sciences. For example, a recent report by the National Research Council of the National Academies, “Gender Differences at Critical Transitions in the Careers of Science, Engineering and Mathematics Faculty,” discusses in detail the underrepresentation of women in many of the scientific disciplines at academic institutions across the country, particularly in the higher faculty ranks.\(^{32}\)

Data from both NIH and NSF, the two agencies providing the greatest amount of funds to researchers in U.S. universities and colleges (see Figure 5), also suggest that the leaky pipeline is not an aspect of the past. As seen in Figure 5 women comprise a much larger proportion of the predoctoral fellowships given by these agencies than they do postdoctoral fellowships and competitive faculty grants. The drop-off in relative proportion is dramatic, with women comprising 63 percent and 54 percent of NIH and NSF’s predoctoral awards in 2007, respectively, but just 25 percent and 23 percent of the competitive faculty grants awarded in the same year.\(^{33}\) The recent demographic surge in proportion of women Ph.D.s may account for some but not all of this dramatic drop.

### Leaks in the pipeline to tenure for women Ph.D.s in the sciences

The best way to assess what is truly going on in terms of the leaky pipeline for women in the sciences is to conduct careful longitudinal analysis that follows the same individuals over time, from Ph.D. receipt onward. The Survey of Doctorate Recipients, or SDR, sponsored by NSF and other federal agencies, makes this analysis possible.\(^ {34}\) The SDR, a longitudinal, biennial, nationally representative survey of Ph.D. recipients’ post-doctoral employment status with almost 170,000 participants from 1973-2003, has included family related questions since 1981 and is therefore the ideal data source to measure the effects of gender and family on men and women’s academic career progress.\(^ {35}\)

We have modeled the effects of gender and family on the likelihood of individuals leaking out of the pipeline in the sciences, including the physical sciences, biological sciences, and social sciences, from: (1) Ph.D. receipt to entering a tenure-track position and (2) entering a tenure-track position to the achievement of tenure (see Figure 6).\(^ {36}\) These analyses control for disciplinary fields within the sciences, age, ethnicity, Ph.D. calendar year, time to Ph.D. degree, and National Research Council Ph.D. degree program reputation ranking.
Our findings show that family formation—most importantly marriage and childbirth—account for the largest leaks in the pipeline between Ph.D. receipt and the acquisition of tenure for women in the sciences. Specifically, women who are married with children in the sciences are 35 percent less likely to enter a tenure-track position after receipt of their Ph.D. than married men with children, and they are 27 percent less likely than their male counterparts to achieve tenure upon entering a tenure-track job.

These findings illustrate that family formation, particularly marriage and childbirth, is the most important reason why women with Ph.D.s in the sciences do not begin academic careers with tenure-track jobs. And the findings further indicate that marriage and children, but not marriage alone, keep women from getting tenure.37

Rejecting the academic fast track

In the last four years we have undertaken an ambitious research plan supported by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation to examine four academic populations in the University of California system, including doctoral students, postdoctoral scholars, academic researchers (nonfaculty employees who are paid off grants or contracts to conduct research frequently under the direction of a faculty PI), and faculty, as well as major U.S. research
universities (members of the Association of American Universities, or AAU, a nonprofit organization of 62 leading public and private research universities in the United States and Canada)\textsuperscript{34} and 10 of the major federal granting agencies.\textsuperscript{39}

Our doctoral student and postdoctoral scholar surveys provide unparalleled data on their experiences at the University of California system.\textsuperscript{40} We have found that the problems in the science pipeline are not restricted to the post-Ph.D. pursuit of tenure—they start early and are persistent along the way. In particular, career-life issues in regard to future career goals are of pressing concern to many aspiring academics, particularly women in the sciences.

Our data from both the UC doctoral student survey and the postdoctoral scholar survey indicate that both populations in aggregate report a shifting away from the career goal of professor with research emphasis,\textsuperscript{41} with women’s move being more pronounced (see Figure 7).\textsuperscript{42} Professors with a research emphasis are arguably key players in our national science infrastructure, both from the knowledge building and discovery perspective and in training our future scientific labor force. Although private industry plays a significant role, particularly in development, scientists at academic institutions often receive funding to push forward basic research in areas that industry is less likely to pursue because of technical or financial risk.\textsuperscript{43}

In both surveys we asked individuals who had shifted their career goal away from professor with research emphasis what factors were important in their decision-making process.

\textbf{FIGURE 7}
\textit{University of California Ph.D. students and postdoctoral scholars in the sciences change career goals}

Men and women both show a shift away from the goal of professor with research emphasis but women’s move is more pronounced

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Men</strong></td>
<td><strong>Career goal at start of PhD</strong></td>
<td><strong>Career goal at start of PhD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Current goal</strong></td>
<td><strong>Current goal</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC Ph.D. students</td>
<td>37% Professor with research emphasis</td>
<td>36% Professor with research emphasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45% Professor with teaching emphasis</td>
<td>2% Professor with teaching emphasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2% Other academics</td>
<td>4% Business, government, other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17% Business, government, other</td>
<td>15% Business, government, other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC postdoctoral scholars</td>
<td>7% Professor with research emphasis</td>
<td>25% Professor with research emphasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>69% Professor with teaching emphasis</td>
<td>3% Professor with teaching emphasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5% Other academics</td>
<td>8% Business, government, other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19% Business, government, other</td>
<td>11% Business, government, other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among doctoral students in the sciences negative experiences as a Ph.D. student was most commonly cited as very important in their decision. After this item, however, career-life issues populated the remaining top-five most commonly cited factors, including other life interests, professional activities were too time consuming, issues related to children, and geographical location issues (frequently considered a career-life issue because of proximity to family and impact on various quality-of-life issues, such as housing and schools).

In all cases, women doctoral students were statistically more likely than men to cite these career-life issues as very important in their decision-making process. In the most dramatic example they were more than twice as likely as men to cite issues related to children (44 percent versus 20 percent) as very important in their decision to shift their career goal away from professor with research emphasis.

The factors that men and women postdoctoral scholars cited for shifting their career goal away from professor with research emphasis show both similar patterns and notable differences to those of doctoral students. In aggregate, career issues related to advancement, job market, security, and money populate four out of the top five most commonly cited issues as very important (unlike doctoral students), but there are major gender divisions among postdoctoral scholars. Issues related to children was the only career-life issue in the top five that both men and women cited, but for women it was the most important reason for shifting their career goal away from professor with research emphasis.

Several other gender differences among postdoctoral scholars are important to note. Men were statistically more likely than women to cite career advancement issues and monetary compensation, and women were more likely to cite family issues—a classic bifurcation between male-provider and female-caregiver motivations. Every analysis we have conducted in the last 10 years suggests that this gendered-familial pattern remains a powerful force in motivating career-life decisions among academics.

A second gender split is also of interest. Women were more likely than men to cite feelings of isolation or alienation as a postdoctoral scholar and lack of encouragement and/or lack of a mentor as very important in their decision to shift their career goal away from professor with research emphasis. The proportion of women who cited these issues as very important suggests that arguments related to chilly climate or lack of mentoring for postdoctoral women have merit.

Family status

Broken down by family status, the issue of children is even more dramatic in influencing postdoctoral women’s decisions to abandon professorial career goals with research emphasis—but not so for men. Among postdoctoral scholars with no children and no future plans to have them, women and men are essentially equally likely to indicate that they
shifted their career goal away from professor with research emphasis, with roughly one in five doing so (see Figure 8).

Future plans to have children, however, affect women and men postdoctoral scholars differently, with women more likely to shift their career goal (28 percent of women versus 17 percent of men). Having children prior to entering a postdoctoral position at the UC system and having a new child since entering the position appears to ratchet up the pressure further on women to drop their professor with research emphasis career goal, but not so for men. Women postdoctoral scholars who had children after they became a postdoctoral scholar at the UC system were twice as likely as men who experienced a similar life-changing event to change their career goal (41 percent versus 20 percent), and twice as likely to do so as women with no children and no future plans to have children (41 percent versus 20 percent).

Similarly, women doctoral students who became new mothers and were paid off of federal grants at the time of the birth-adoption event displayed an intensified flight response away from professor with research emphasis. In the case of this small population (only 45 women in the UC system survey population), the reported career shift was particularly marked, with 46 percent of these women indicating that they wanted to pursue a career goal of professor with research emphasis at the beginning of their doctoral studies but just a mere 11 percent still reporting this goal at the time of the survey. Men, too, showed a large decline in relative proportion (from 59 percent to 45 percent professor with research emphasis career goal from start to time of survey) but it paled in comparison to the relative decline among women.

We asked the women in this group to explain in their own words why they had changed their career goal. Thirteen out of the 16 new mothers chose to explain what had lead to their career shift. Overwhelmingly these individuals cited family-life issues in their decision to alter their career goals. For example, one woman wrote, “I think it might be easier to balance work and family in a faculty position where the emphasis is on teaching.” And another said, “I feel that for me, research demands too much time away from my family. Also, as a woman, I don’t feel as if the current academic environments are any more supportive of women with families.”

FIGURE 8
Percent of University of California postdoctoral scholars who shifted away from professor with research emphasis as a career goal, broken down by gender and family status/future plans

The issue of children is a dramatic influence on women’s decisions to abandon professorial career goals with a research emphasis

| No children, no future plans | 19% | 20% |
| No children, future plans to have children | 17% | 28% |
| Children previous to postdoc | 19% | 32% |
| New children since postdoc | 20% | 41% |

A bad reputation

Among UC postdoctoral scholars and doctoral students in the sciences, research-intensive careers in university settings have a bad reputation. These careers are viewed as the least family friendly of a range of possible career choices (including tenure-track careers at teaching-intensive institutions, non-tenure-track faculty positions, policy and managerial careers inside and outside academia, and research careers within and outside academia). Specifically, only 36 percent of postdoctoral women and 52 percent of postdoctoral men view tenure-track careers at research-intensive institutions as family friendly, compared to the majority who consider policy or managerial careers outside of academia to be family friendly (77 percent of postdoctoral women and 73 percent of postdoctoral men). Doctoral students in the sciences also cast a skeptical eye toward tenure-track careers at research-intensive universities, with just 28 percent of the women viewing these careers as family friendly and 44 percent of the men. In contrast about three-fourths of women doctoral students and men doctoral students in the sciences view research careers and policy or managerial careers outside academia as family friendly.

Since most postdoctoral scholars (89 percent of women and 83 percent of men) and doctoral students in the sciences (86 percent of women and 76 percent of men) indicate that they are very or somewhat concerned with the family friendliness of possible career paths, these findings on the perception of the family friendliness of career types bode ill for fast-track academic careers. Unless a concerted effort is undertaken by research universities and federal agencies to remedy the current situation, women with familial concerns are likely to disproportionately leak out of the science pipeline to the detriment of our future global competitiveness.
Who or what is to blame for the lack of family responsible benefits for America’s researchers?

As the data above show, women are leaking out of the science pipeline in the United States at a disproportionate rate. We anticipate that this will increasingly affect our labor supply of talented scientists because of rapid rates of feminization of higher education and escalating global competitiveness of European and Asian nations. For many women and some men in the United States, issues related to family and in particular children are either cited as major reasons for turning away from fast-track academic careers in the sciences or are directly associated with lower rates of career retention and success.

Our in-depth analysis of these trends, and surveys of the 62 member institutions of the AAU and 10 of the major federal granting agencies indicates that a significant contributor to these issues is the low level of family responsive benefits offered to America’s researchers. This lack of benefits is particularly seen in family responsive policies such as paid maternity and parental leave, and individuals earlier in the pipeline are the least likely to have benefits (family responsive policies also include benefits such as modified duties, stopping the tenure clock, flex time, and part-time, among others). A lack of coordination between research universities and federal agencies in providing America’s researchers with family responsive policies appears to be a major part of the problem.

Federal agencies that fund the lion’s share of research activities at universities across the nation defer to the local personnel policies of institutions for fringe benefits, including family responsive policies, based on OMB Circular A-21, Cost Principles for Educational Institutions. Although this approach has the clear advantage of protecting the autonomy of local institutions—a hard-fought and protected principle among universities and colleges—the lack of guidance and oversight has resulted in porous benefits for America’s researchers that unintentionally reinforces the sense or current reality that fast-track academic careers, particularly in the sciences, are not family friendly.

The role of research universities

Based on our survey of AAU institutions the level of family responsive benefits received by America’s researchers—specifically paid maternity and parental leave at the time of birth or adoption in the case of new parents—is erratic at best. As seen in the blue bar in Figure 9, faculty are the only population of researchers where a majority of the AAU uni-
versities (58 percent) provide what can be considered a baseline family responsive maternity leave policy: at least six weeks of guaranteed paid leave following childbirth, *without limitations that prohibit access to it.* Six weeks is typically considered to be a minimum normal period of recovery from childbirth (for cesarean sections the length is at least eight weeks). Less than one-quarter of the research universities offer this standard to graduate student researchers, postdoctoral scholars, and academic researchers (a mere 13 percent of universities offer this baseline policy to graduate students, 23 percent to postdoctoral scholars, and 18 percent to academic researchers).

The number of institutions who offer paid parental leave benefits is even less encouraging (see Figure 10). As defined by at least one week of guaranteed paid parental leave without limitations, a tiny fraction of AAU institutions offer researchers baseline family responsive parental leave. A paltry 3 percent of institutions offer paid leave to graduate student researchers and a lackluster 16 percent offer it to faculty.

Many universities do provide some level of benefit for paid maternity and parental leave (refer to the red, black, and brown bars in Figures 9 and 10), but the limitations associated with these policies are critical and they affect classes of researchers differently.

Specifically, graduate student researchers and postdoctoral scholars are by definition contingent, or nonpermanent, employees and are normally viewed as trainees, not employees. Although graduate students increasingly focus on their research work near the end of their degree program—and consequently decrease their involvement with their general degree program—postdoctoral scholars are nearly always expected to work full-time. Both groups are assumed to be on limited contract, and postdoctoral scholars are frequently

---

**FIGURE 9**

Provision of paid maternity leave for academic populations at Association of American Universities member institutions

Faculty are the only population who enjoy paid maternity leave from a majority of AAU institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grad student researchers</th>
<th>Postdoctoral fellows</th>
<th>Academic researchers</th>
<th>Faculty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Entitlement to at least 6 weeks of paid leave.
- Limitations to paid leave (e.g. only for particular groups, partial pay, less than 6 weeks, requirements for previous service time, etc.).
- Paid leave depends on sick and/or vacation leave accruals.
- Delay in availability of sick and/or vacation leave accruals, i.e., FMLA.
- Less, ad hoc, or no paid leave available.

prohibited from staying in the position for more than a certain time period to encourage career progression and prevent exploitation (for example, the University of California caps the total time in these positions at five years).

The expectation is that these positions typically provide individuals with hands-on research experience that provides the minimum income necessary to continue their academic training. Consequently, the need for baseline family responsive policies are often overlooked because of both the blurring of trainee-employee distinctions and no doubt the fact that when these positions evolved they were overwhelmingly populated by men who were expected not to need them.

In contrast, academic researchers are generally acknowledged to be employees. Their clearly defined status as employees seems to on the whole increase the likelihood that they receive family responsive benefits, frequently similar to those of other staff working at the university. In contrast to tenured faculty, however, they are typically contingent employees, with their future employment status dependent on the availability of future funding. In this sense they might be viewed as similar to lecturers, with their contingent status revolving around research projects rather than teaching activities.

Thus, because of their nonpermanent status all three of the nonfaculty populations can be strongly affected by limitations in family responsive policies.

The limitations to paid maternity and parental leave generally fall into three main categories: (1) particular requirements that limit the number of individuals who qualify for the policy; (2) limitations on the length of the policy or percentage of paid coverage; and (3) policies based on the accrual of sick and/or vacation leave.

Requirements that limit the number of individuals who qualify

Many institutions have a paid maternity or parental leave policy that meets the baseline length of leave (six weeks for maternity and one week for parental), but limits the number of eligible individuals. For example, at some institutions the maternity leave policy only applies to women who are part of a particular division or department in the university (for example, the Division of Arts and Sciences or the Department of Engineering). Other institutions limit the policy to doctoral student researchers as opposed to all graduate student researchers. Most commonly, institutions require individuals to have a certain length of service with the university in order to be eligible—this ranges from one semester to six or nine months to three of the last four quarters to up to two or four years of service. For contingent employees in relatively short-term positions, this limitation can have the effect of making people feel that the window of opportunity for childbearing is too narrow. Finally, some institutions with a paid leave policy require that the person taking the leave be the primary caregiver to the newborn or newly placed child (as opposed to the leave being available any time in the first 12 months after the event). While it makes sense to validate that individuals are devoting the majority of their time to caregiving while on leave, if the leave can only be taken at the time of the birth event it effectively limits most men from using the policy.

Limitations on the length of the policy or percentage of paid coverage

Many institutions provide an entitled policy—meaning that if the stated requirements are met the leave is guaranteed—but it falls short of meeting the baseline (for example, entitled women to only two weeks of paid leave or providing six weeks in total but requiring individuals to use up all of their own sick leave prior to qualifying for a lesser number of weeks). Other institutions use a disability insurance company (or rely on state-funded short-term disability insurance, such as in California, New York, or New Jersey) to provide paid maternity leave to women.

These policies typically require a waiting period where women must use accrued sick or vacation leave to receive pay (such as 14 days), and then only cover a certain percentage of salary (for example, 60 percent) up to a maximum dollar amount per week. While this leave provides a portion of salary coverage, it forces some women—particularly those in low-paying postdoctoral or contingent researcher positions—to choose between time to fully recover from the effects of giving birth and meeting the basic financial needs of their family.

Policies based on the accrual of sick and/or vacation leave

Policies that depend on the accrual of sick or vacation leave can be equally problematic, particularly for contingent workers. Since accrual requires time many of these classes of researchers are unlikely to have enough available (particularly in the case of pregnant
women at institutions that provide no paid leave prior to child birth, requiring them to use existing sick or vacation leave if they need or want that time). For example, a typical full-time postdoctoral birth mother would have to work for about one full year (if she earns a typical one day of sick leave per month and one and a half days of vacation leave per month) with no previous use to have the baseline six weeks of maternity leave.

The equity of policies that cap the total amount of leave for all populations regardless of possible birth/disability/caregiving issues is an area deserving of additional inquiry because requiring birth mothers to draw upon this limited pool of leave time seems likely to disparately affect them. What’s more, since most birthmothers serve as the primary caregivers of infants the likelihood that they will need to use existing sick leave and vacation leave is even further increased.

If university policies for these populations copy-cat Family and Medical Leave Act eligibility requirements, many graduate student researchers, postdoctoral scholars, and even academic researchers may not qualify because of their contingent nature. In general, few if any graduate students satisfy the FMLA requirement of having worked for one full year and at least 1,250 hours over this period. Newly appointed postdoctoral fellows, newly appointed academic researchers, and part-time academic researchers are not likely to satisfy it, either. In fact, FLMA was purposefully designed to exclude contingent and most part-time employees from its protections, which makes it a poor choice to use for designing family responsive policies for nonfaculty academic researchers.

We applaud universities for offering paid family responsive policies because not doing so, using ad hoc methods, or leaving decisions up to individual faculty principal investigators (as is the case with 43 percent of institutions for graduate student maternity leave and 63 percent of institutions for graduate student parental leave) creates a very difficult situation for many contingent employees. However, the limitations associated with many of the policies threaten to nullify their potentially positive impact.

It’s also important to step back from considering the individual policies for particular populations to question the entire landscape of each university. Does the institution have a holistic, coordinated view of the academic pipeline in terms of what is needed to make it possible for women and men to successfully have and raise children at any academic stage? Or do the policies show a more piecemeal approach to benefitting, such that one group receives one kind of leave, typically fairly generous, while another receives a completely different one or none at all?

In our survey we found the latter to be most common. In fact, when completing our survey many institutions had to pass the instrument around to at least four different individuals—one for each of the populations—to gather all of the necessary information. Each group was viewed distinctly and treated differently with respect to family responsive policies.
The role of federal granting agencies

Based on the preceding discussion one might reasonably conclude that research universities are largely to blame for American researchers’ lack of family benefits. Our analysis, however, suggests that federal agencies and other federal institutions may also be at fault.

Three specific aspects of the role of federal agencies and related federal institutions suggest a shared responsibility with research universities when it comes to these issues: (1) the direct employment of research fellows by federal agencies and associated institutions; (2) the public commitment of federal agencies to assuring gender equity in the science pipeline; and (3) the role of federal agencies in assuring Title IX compliance by federal grant/contract recipients, including research universities.

Research fellows under the direct employment of federal agencies

Unlike other federal granting agencies, the National Institute of Health and the National Science Foundation directly support predoctoral, postdoctoral, and senior fellows (faculty or academic researchers). These two agencies are therefore responsible for developing appropriate family responsive policies for individuals who are directly paid—and therefore employed—by them.

But the agencies have taken fundamentally different approaches to this charge. The National Science Foundation has no uniform policy, but instead treats individuals on a case-by-case basis, giving program officers flexibility in their approach to handling necessary leaves due to pregnancy, child birth, or other concerns. However, NSF is considering issuing guidance to grantees to provide clarity on what is possible in regard to family policy and procedures.

In contrast, the National Institute of Health, under the umbrella of their Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Awards, has a parental leave policy that applies to all new parents supported by NRSA. The revised policy that was adopted in 2008 states:

- Trainees and fellows may receive stipends for up to 60 calendar days (equivalent to eight work weeks) of parental leave per year for the adoption or the birth of a child when those in comparable training positions at the grantee organization have access to this level of paid leave for this purpose. Either parent is eligible for parental leave. The use of parental leave must be approved by the training program director.

Given the different approaches of these two agencies and the specific policy of NIH, three observations are important to make. First, in the absence of clear policy individuals in need of family responsive policies rely on the goodwill of the individuals they work for and/or are subject to local administrators—with the net effect seeming to be a reduced
likelihood of receiving appropriate benefits. For that reason the absence of a policy by NSF—and also the absence of a policy by the American Association for the Advancement of Science, a third-party nonprofit organization that oversees federally funded research fellows for many of the federal granting agencies (including Congressional Fellows)\textsuperscript{55}—is a questionable approach that should be reconsidered.

Second, policies and guidelines developed by federal agencies are increasingly copied by U.S. institutions of higher education. For example, many universities use NIH's postdoctoral salary scales to set the minimum level of compensation of their own postdoctoral scholars, whether or not they are paid off of NIH funds. To be eligible for federal funds and comply with federal agency and Office of Management and Budget guidelines, almost every major university across the country has established committees for the protection of human subjects and sponsored project offices and funded staff positions to support these efforts. And some agencies have specific mandates that must be adhered to in order to qualify for grants—for example, the United States Agency for International Development requires potential grantees to consider the potential environmental impacts of their activities and discuss the adoption of appropriate safeguards.\textsuperscript{56} Other agencies provide guidance about particular issues, such as NIH's statement on the use of seat belts, which states, "NIH encourages grantees to adopt and enforce on-the-job seat belt policies and programs for their employees when operating vehicles, whether organizationally owned or rented or personally owned."\textsuperscript{57}

Thus, federal agencies by their examples and policies wield great power in influencing university policies and practices, and they could do more to promote family responsive policies.

Third, even formal family responsive policies are frequently underused. NIH's parental leave policy, which is commendable in many ways, still needs careful review in certain aspects of its formulation. In particular, the OMB requirement that an existing similar policy needs to be in place at the local institution—"these costs [salaries, wages, and fringe benefits] are allowable to the extent that the total compensation to individual employees conforms to the established policies of the institution, consistently applied..."\textsuperscript{58}—greatly limits the ability of many researchers to make use of it. The recent change to the National Research Service Award policy increased the length of parental leave from 30 to 60 days, but as far as we know there is only one AAU institution that provides "access to this level of paid leave for this purpose" to postdoctoral fellows without limitations (the University of Pennsylvania).\textsuperscript{59} Furthermore, the “must be approved by the training program director” clause can be problematic. Faculty principal investigators and sponsors are often conflicted about how to treat researchers who report to them; most would like to support these scholars, but the overall productivity of the research project is tied in part to the efforts of those who work for them. Without a back-filling of researcher time lost to parental leave, faculty PIs and sponsors may find it disadvantageous to grant parental leave or be motivated to keep the leave as minimal as possible.
Beyond the clearly established limitations, the current NIH policy is not tiered separately for birth mothers and parents in general. Birth mothers experience both physical disability due to birth and are still overwhelmingly likely to be a substantial if not the primary caregiver (in our study of University of California faculty, we estimated that less than one-quarter of fathers with an infant satisfy a substantial caregiver standard of providing half or more of the care). To grant non-birthmothers the same amount of leave as birth mothers, with no express caregiving requirement, is not an equitable approach to a family responsive policy.

Moreover, among college-educated birth mothers the rates of breastfeeding are high (43 percent of college-educated women are still exclusively breastfeeding when their infant is three months of age, compared to 24 percent of women without a high school diploma), and thus breastfeeding birth mothers are clearly in need of additional dispensation. In fact, NIH has funded multiple studies pointing to the importance of birth mothers both breastfeeding their children and receiving the necessary disability leave to assure the immediate and longer-term health of infants.

Clearly a one-size-fits-all parental leave policy is not taking into account the physical impact of birth, nursing, societal caregiving patterns, and even the potential health of the infant.

The public commitment of federal agencies to assuring gender equity in the science pipeline

Few of the federal granting agencies have easily accessible, formal statements about supporting women in the science academic pipeline. One exception is the Department of Energy, which has a work-life policy statement for one of their subprograms (Basic Energy Sciences). NIH and NSF have numerous public materials regarding issues of diversity and the science pipeline, and they are replete with statements of commitment about diversifying the pipeline. For example, NSF has two main funding programs supporting gender equity in science—ADVANCE and the Research on Gender in Science and Engineering program. The program webpage for ADVANCE states: “The goal of the ADVANCE program is to develop systemic approaches to increase the representation and advancement of women in academic science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) careers, thereby contributing to the development of a more diverse science and engineering workforce.” The Gender in Science and Engineering program (formally called the Program for Women and Girls) provides “… the largest funding source, public or private, for efforts expressly addressing the need to broaden girls’ and women’s participation in STEM.”

NIH similarly has a number of activities and programs with goals to support women and girls in science, including the Committee on the Advancement of Women Chemists, WISH-net, or Women in Science and Healthcare Network, a portal website dedicated to
girls and women interested in the field of science;67 the Association for Women in Science Annual Seminar Series;68 and their grant program “Research Supplements to Promote Re-Entry into Biomedical and Behavioral Research Careers” with the stated objective:

The NIH recognizes the need to increase the number of underrepresented racial and ethnic groups, women, individuals with disabilities, and people from disadvantaged backgrounds in biomedical, behavioral, clinical, and social science research careers. Among the reasons for the low representation of women may be the fact that women bear a majority of the responsibilities surrounding child and family care. To address this issue, this program is designed to offer opportunities to women and men who have interrupted their research careers to care for children or parents or to attend to other family responsibilities.69

Despite these efforts much evidence indicates family responsibilities still play a role in women leaking out the science pipeline. Federal agencies can better live up to their stated gender equity goals if they work collaboratively with universities and colleges to establish baseline family responsive policies.

The role of federal agencies in assuring Title IX compliance by federal grant-contract recipients

Even if increasing diversity in the sciences is not a compelling reason on its own, federal agencies bear an additional responsibility to family benefits, protections, and issues of pregnancy discrimination. Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 is the law that prohibits gender discrimination in all education programs.70 Under Title IX, agencies must conduct periodic compliance reviews of recipients and promptly investigate complaints from individuals that an institution may be engaging in gender-pregnancy discrimination.71 To enforce Title IX the statute directs every federal agency providing financial assistance to educational institutions to promulgate rules and regulations.72 The Department of Justice is charged with coordinating this regulatory effort,73 but until 2000 only four federal agencies had issued Title IX regulations.74 That year the Department of Justice issued a final common rule providing for regulations under Title IX for 20 federal agencies.75

Now every major science-granting agency has identical Title IX regulations requiring some form of family responsive leaves for employees of educational institutions. For example, universities and colleges must treat pregnancy as a temporary disability and provide unpaid, job-protected leave to birth mothers “for a reasonable period of time” if the institution does not maintain a leave policy for its employees.76 What makes these regulations significant is that if they are properly enforced they fill gaps in the law for individuals supported by federal grants facing pregnancy and caregiving responsibilities. Individuals, particularly contingent employees, supported by federal grant dollars who do not qualify for the Family Medical Leave Act still have a right to job-protected unpaid leave.
Agencies responsible for enforcing Title IX are also instructed to look to Title VII case law and Equal Employment Opportunity Commission guidance when determining if a recipient of federal financial assistance has engaged in an unlawful employment practice. In addition to conducting periodic compliance reviews, federal agencies providing grant assistance should be continuously looking to developments in the law for pregnancy and caregiver discrimination under Title VII. For instance, the recent EEOC enforcement guidance on unlawful disparate treatment of workers with caregiving responsibilities should be looked to by agencies with Title IX enforcement responsibilities.

Federal agencies are supposed to provide universities and colleges with guidance on these issues. In 2004 the Government Accountability Office conducted a review of efforts by several major science agencies (NSF, NASA, DOE, and the Department of Education) to ensure grantee compliance with Title IX. GAO found that compliance reviews of educational institutions’ academic programs have been “largely neglected by agencies” even though these reviews are required under Title IX and its implementing regulations.

GAO found that NSF, NASA, and DOE had never conducted Title IX compliance reviews. In addition, the review found that although the Department of Education had agreements with 17 agencies to conduct Title IX compliance reviews on their behalf, they were not completing them. After the GAO report was issued DOE, NSF, and NASA began conducting their first-ever compliance reviews, though the results of these reviews are not public.

In our survey of AAU institutions, one university indicated they did not provide unpaid leave to postdoctoral scholar birth mothers and six indicated they did not know whether they did or not. All universities and colleges should have in place a clear policy for unpaid leave for birth mothers, since the absence of a formalized policy can lead to unexpected and possibly illegal results. Increased enforcement of existing rules under Title IX should require grantees to adopt clear family responsive policies.

Federal agencies should also take note of certain global trends. Clearly, based on NSF indicators, science is increasingly becoming a globalized affair. The permeability between various nation-states and universities is increasing in terms of authorship and multi-university collaborative relationships. More and more the faculty in the United States includes foreign-born scholars and a reasonable expectation would be that this trend will continue, suggesting that the outflow of academics from the United States may increase.

Many other nations are highly conscious of the growing percentage of women in the academic labor force and are taking a progressive position on providing benefits to their researchers with robust family responsive policies. For example, in Canada, in addition to generous government-provided benefits the federal agencies have paid parental leave poli-
cies that allow students and postdoctoral scholars up to four or six months depending on the agency (—if they are not eligible for government employment insurance benefits).83

In the European Union the European Molecular Biology Organization has provisions for postdoctoral scholars to extend two-year, full-time fellowships to three years part-time for those with caregiving responsibilities, and it provides three months of maternity leave.84 In China, a recent amendment to their Employment Insurance Act provides 60 percent of salary for six months of parental leave (after meeting a one-year requirement). Both parents can use the leave, providing a total of 12 months per family.85 And in Japan governments are encouraging the full participation of women in the workplace, including in science and technology, where as recently as 2005 they only represented about 12 percent of the Japanese science and technology workforce.86

Generally, the countries where the majority of our foreign graduate students and postdoctoral scholars come from provide more generous family responsive policies than U.S. institutions. In our survey of postdoctoral scholars many of the foreign-born scholars commented on this fact.

One male postdoc said, “The absence of a general system for parental leave (in Sweden, the parents get about 18 months to split) is, I think, the main reason why I will not stay in the U.S. after completing my postdoc here.”87 Another said, “The benefits and maternal leave are FAR better in Europe than here, which is a major reason for my spouse and me to plan to return to Europe after this postdoc.”88

All of these developments suggest the United States will be waging a family-friendly competition with other nations in the future, just as many research universities have done in recent years in their competition over the best and brightest faculty.
The unforgiving lock-step structure of academia

Grants and contracts in fast-track academic science

In 2002 nearly half (48 percent) of tenure-track faculty aged 25 to 45 in the sciences and social sciences (U.S. Ph.D.s only) had work in the previous year that was partially or fully supported by contracts or grants from the federal government, with the largest receiving support from NIH or NSF. Federal grants play a critical role in achieving promotion and tenure in academia; among tenure-track faculty in the sciences, support from federal grants and contracts is strongly associated with career advancement, particularly at Carnegie Research I institutions, or R1s.

Based on our analysis of the Survey of Doctorate Recipients (from 1981 to 2003), we found that among tenure-eligible faculty in the sciences, individuals whose position was at least partially supported by federal grants or contracts experienced an 18 percent increase in their odds of achieving tenure on a year-to-year basis, and those working at R1 institutions were 65 percent more likely to achieve tenure if they were directly supported by federal monies. Tenured faculty in the sciences were also 44 percent more likely to become full professors at all types of institutions if they were supported by federal grants/contracts, and 60 percent more likely to become full professors on a year-to-year basis at R1 institutions if they were the direct recipient of federal monetary support.

As a result of the NSF Authorization Act of 2002 the RAND Corporation conducted and released a report examining gender differences in federal grant funding outcomes at NIH, NSF, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture. While this study found few or no differences between men and women in funding requested, the probability of getting funded, or the size of the award, it did not examine the likelihood of men and women, with or without children, in securing federal funding, or the population of people who did not apply for these grants.

The RAND report did find that at NSF and NIH, women first-time applicants, whether successful or not, were less likely than men to apply again within two years. This finding is supported by research from two other studies that found that women were less likely than men to apply for funding from federal agencies. Using the SDR (from 1981 to 2003) we found that tenure-track faculty women who were married with young children were 21 percent less likely than tenure-track men who are married with young children, 26 percent
less likely than tenure-track women who were married without young children, and 19 percent less likely than single women without children to have their work partially or fully supported by federal grants or contracts on a year-to-year basis.

**Everybody is very busy**

Although having federal grants is a critical component of success for faculty and researchers in the sciences, finding the time to secure them can be tricky at best and the application process is laborious and competitive. Once a proposal is submitted the revision and resubmission process can take 15 months or longer. Unsuccessful applicants have to decide whether to revise further and submit at a different time, submit elsewhere, or shift the focus of their work. Overall success rates for grants at NIH and NSF hovered around 20 to 25 percent in 2008.94

One UC Berkeley soft-money academic researcher in our survey abandoned her career goal of faculty with research emphasis because of the time-intensive nature of securing funds and how she feared it would affect her parenting: “Being a full-time principal investigator is inconsistent with the way I want to mother (I didn't want someone else to be my children's primary caregiver), and I became very frustrated with the amount of time I had wasted on unsuccessful funding applications.”95

Academics are well known for their long work hours and our data findings suggest that these are rather unrelenting for most faculty in the sciences until they reach the likely age of retirement (see Figure 11). Based on national data from the SDR (2003) tenure-track faculty—defined as tenured and tenure eligible—work on average about 50 hours a week up through age 62. We observed no noticeable drop off in hours worked even after most faculty have presumably secured tenure (average age of tenure receipt in the sciences was past 39 in 2003).96 It is not until age 68 that the hours drop to the standard work week of 40 hours a week.

Moreover, our data from the UC system indicate that our faculty in the sciences work around 57 hours a week on professional activities.97 When combined with caregiving hours and house work, UC women faculty with children, ages 30 to 50, report a weekly average of over 100 hours of combined activities (in comparison to around 86 hours for men with children). This staggering amount of overall work gives a sense of how challenging it can be for women to combine children with a fast-track career in the sciences.

What’s more, a mismatch exists between the types of policies offered and the actual need among caregivers pursuing fast-track academic careers. Our data from the UC faculty survey reveal that the number of care hours provided by women faculty with children stays very high through age 50, averaging more than 30 hours a week of care. By age 58 women faculty with children still engage in 15 hours a week of care, and a full convergence of care
hours provided by all of our faculty, regardless of gender and children, does not occur until the age of 60. Accordingly, offering exclusively baby-centric policies misses the large caregiving load that women with children in particular experience up through their late fifties.98

For faculty and researchers in the sciences the need to secure initial grant money and then pursue additional funding to continue research projects and support graduate students and postdoctoral scholars adds an additional layer of unrelenting time pressure. In focus groups conducted by our research team with faculty and academic researchers with federal funding, the theme of never being able to take a break was continually returned to by participants. Several indicated that the nature of this process meant that they could never fully enjoy the benefits of family responsive policies. They felt that if they took the time off that they were entitled to at their institution they would get behind on their federally funded projects, create a productivity gap, and lessen their ability to secure future grants. This fear of a “bias against caregiving” in academia has been well documented.99

The principal investigators further observed that when researchers paid by grants need family leave or modification of duties that it puts them in a very difficult position, wanting to support the individual but also knowing that their research projects will likely suffer. With no existing method for receiving remuneration for this loss, faculty PIs reported tremendous frustration with this dynamic. In fact data from our survey of faculty PIs at UC Berkeley make clear the extent to which this is a difficult issue for them—32 percent observed that granting family responsive leave to researchers paid off their grants had a negative impact on their work.100
Academic career timelines are elongating

As if these factors were not enough to lock fast-track academic scientists on a wheel of unrelenting motion, evidence from the SDR suggests that the collision course between career timing and family timing may only be getting worse. Our analysis of SDR data indicates that while the average age for tenure receipt among tenure-track faculty in the sciences was 36 in 1985, the average age extended out past age 39 by 2003. Similarly, the average age at receipt of the first NIH RO1-equivalent grant (major research project grant) increased from about 34 years of age in 1970 to 42 years in 2007.101

This elongating career timeline creates a host of challenges for individuals, particularly women, who want to pursue fast-track academic careers in the sciences without forgoing childbirth and childrearing. Our data from the UC system suggest that for many years large proportions of women faculty have purposely waited until they knew they would or already had received tenure to have children. In fact, the most common age for women faculty in the UC system to have children is between 38 to 40 years of age.

As the tenure timeline pushes out, the possibility of having a child after tenure receipt but before a significant decline in fertility becomes less likely. Given the fact that delaying fertility is so common among fast-track academic women (only roughly 14 percent of our UC doctoral student women had been parents at the time of the survey), the current strategy of delayed fertility may come under an even greater challenge. This is of great concern because even in 2002-03, 40 percent of our UC faculty women respondents who were past the likely age of fertility indicated that they had fewer children than they wanted (compared to 20 percent of men).102

As all of the fast-track academic timelines have pushed out—age at Ph.D. receipt, number of years in postdoctoral positions, and age at start of tenure-track positions—faculty PIs may find themselves in an increasingly difficult situation as the pressure on them may intensify to either deny family responsive accommodations to researchers paid off their grants or completely avoid hiring individuals they fear might end up giving birth to children. Sadly, this will undoubtedly have an additional negative impact on the earlier pipeline in the sciences, with young scholars sensing the tension experienced by the faculty PIs and knowing that choosing to have a family will be met with concern among their mentors (and yet their own career timeline pressures may argue that the time is now or never to have a child).

Our data from the UC doctoral student survey illustrate the fact that among women doctoral students, the perception of how family friendly tenure-track careers are at research-intensive universities is strongly associated with how common they think it is for women faculty to have children. This, along with other findings related to women doctoral students in the sciences—concerns about having children because of its impact
on how their advisors and other faculty might perceive them—leads us to speculate that faculty PIs and their willingness to accommodate researchers paid off their grants may be highly influential in affecting young scholars’ future career decisions, particularly among women who seem to be more strongly influenced by these issues. Perhaps this helps to account for the previously discussed dramatic drop in a desire to pursue faculty careers with research emphasis among doctoral students who were paid off federal grants at the time they had a baby.
## Breaking up the lock-step academic structure

### The role of research universities

Fortunately, many universities have begun to address some of these challenges and their obviously negative impact on retaining women and men with substantial caregiving responsibilities in the science pipeline to tenure and beyond.

Figure 12 shows some of the many approaches that Association of American University institutions have used to respond to the needs of the various researcher populations. These efforts group into various time-based policies and benefits, which give individuals more flexibility with timing issues; child care resources and support, which essentially free up time to work; monetary supplements and benefits, which again can help lessen the professional load between the individual or their spouse; and other types of programs/initiatives.

---

### FIGURE 12

**Examples of family responsive policies, benefits, and resources found at AAU institutions**

These policies break down into time-based benefits, child care resources and support, monetary supplements and benefits, and other resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time-based policies/benefits (and associated review criteria)</th>
<th>Monetary supplements/benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Stopping the clock/extension of acad. progress timelines &amp; funding</td>
<td>• Tuition remission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reentry rights</td>
<td>• Health care, continued coverage, and dependent healthcare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Flex time and flexible scheduling</td>
<td>• Dependent care expenses (pretax) and dependent care travel funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Part Time/Unpaid Leaves</td>
<td>• Adoption reimbursement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Modified Duties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sabbaticals and Leave of Absence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Childcare

- On and off-campus centers
- Subsidies
- Referral services
- Emergency backup

### Source:
These various approaches have received good media coverage in recent years, but there remains wide variability in the extent to which individual institutions provide these policies, benefits, and resources. A few model institutions have nearly the whole array of possible supports, while many institutions have neglected to implement many at all. And a concerted effort is needed by researchers to assess these types of initiatives’ effectiveness along with more conduits for sharing best practices among universities and coordinating efforts with federal agencies.103

The role of federal agencies

Similarly, various federal agencies have done good work in recent years. NIH stands above the rest in their efforts and NSF and DOE have demonstrated considerably more tangible accomplishments than the other agencies. Figure 13 lays out a framework of possible family friendly offerings that federal agencies should consider to support researchers paid off of grants/contracts. Some topical areas apply only to agencies that employ their own fellows while others can be instituted by all. We’ll run through these in more detail below.

**FIGURE 13**
Possible family friendly offerings by federal agencies to support researchers paid by their grants

Some apply only to agencies that employ their own fellows while others can be used by all

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possible offering</th>
<th># that offer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. No-Cost Extensions</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Supplements to support family accommodations</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Gender equity workshops</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Formalized agency policy or statement supporting women in the academic pipeline</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Part-time effort on fellowship or grant to accommodate family caregiving needs</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Extend fellowship period for caregiving</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Defer start of fellowship period for caregiving</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Website(s) with clear information on support for family accommodations</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Clear policy expectations for various classes of researchers (ie., not ad hoc)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Allow dependent care expenses to be charged to grants for conferences or meetings</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Re-entry grants for those who have stopped out for family caregiving needs</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Discount caregiving gaps in grant reviews</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Provide instructions to peer reviewers on family accommodations</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Data collection on gender and family status</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No-cost extensions

Based on the survey we conducted with 10 of the most influential federal agencies in academia, the most common offering by them is no-cost extensions on existing grants. These are generally *pro forma*, in that any one-time request is more or less automatically agreed to by granting officers. However, grant recipients should ideally be entitled to an additional no-cost extension based on family events. For example, if a researcher paid off the grant or the faculty principal investigator experiences a birth or adoption event, the faculty PI should be able to receive a no-cost extension that does not count against use of the standard automatic one. Additionally, all agencies should clearly indicate that caregiving responsibilities such as child birth are a valid reason for requesting and using a no-cost extension.

Supplements to support family accommodations

As useful as no-cost extensions can be, they do not solve the productivity loss that was previously discussed when a member of a research team is absent or their duties are modified due to family needs. Clearly, supplements to support family accommodations are also needed, and three of the agencies (NIH, NSF, and DOE) have provided them on a small scale.

NIH is the only agency to provide explicit policy language in this regard:

In general, unless the changes indicate a potential change in project scope, NIH grantees are allowed to re-budget within and between budget categories to meet unanticipated needs and to make other types of post-award changes. Administrative supplements also can be provided if funds are available.104

One of the NIH institutes (the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases) also provides formal “primary caregiver technical assistance supplements” to support caregiving for postdoctoral scholars (at $500,000/year for the total program).105

Gender equity workshops and formal agency policy statements

Gender equity workshops, formalized policy statements about pipeline issues, and promises to support diversity in the science pipeline are important steps toward patching the leaks in the pipeline. Researchers at all levels will take notice if all federal granting agencies provide information, training, and materials on these issues. But they need to be followed up with tangible initiatives that actually promote diversity. Specifically, the agencies should actively model baseline family responsive policies and work toward a suite of additional offerings that help to support scholars with career-life issues throughout their academic career.
Flexibility during the fellowship period

Part-time options for researchers are usually not a problem for federal agencies except in the case of postdoctoral scholars. Faculty PIs, graduate students, and academic researchers are routinely paid part-time on grants. For faculty, the full-time-or-no-time standard is typically enforced at the institutional level and not the federal grant-making level. Postdoctoral scholars, on the other hand, are generally assumed by both agencies and institutions of higher education to be full-time or no-time.

Agencies with fellows should allow postdoctoral scholars to go part-time temporarily if they desire to help better balance family and career responsibilities, and either defer the beginning or extend out the total period of their fellowship. These types of policies will help bring the flexibility that would support women and men with both training and caregiving responsibilities.

Websites with clear information on support for family responsive policies

One existing offering by NIH can make a big difference to researchers supported by other agencies: a website with clear information about their family responsive offerings. NIH has put together a very accessible frequently asked questions webpage that other agencies should consider copying. It essentially provides a one-stop shopping interface for researchers interested in finding out about the various benefit options, and we believe it has single handedly raised the profile of these issues for researchers paid off grants throughout the country.\(^{106}\) Of course a website is only as useful as the policies and procedures it has to offer—many other agencies would currently have difficulty filling the content of such a site.

Allow dependent care expenses to be charged to grants for conferences or meetings

NIH has followed Office of Management and Budget cost principles and been proactive about spelling out the allowable use of grant funds for child or dependent care expenses on their FAQ page:

Can institutions use grant funds for dependent care expenses? Yes, NIH grant awards provide for reimbursement of actual, allowable costs incurred and are subject to OMB Cost Principles. Generally, institutions treat child care expenses as an employee or fringe benefit. Fringe benefits are allowable as part of overall compensation to employees in proportion to the amount of time or effort employ-
ees devote to the grant-supported project, provided such costs are incurred under formally established institutional policies that are consistently applied regardless of the source of support. Alternatively child care expenses may be incorporated into indirect costs.\textsuperscript{107}

Other agencies should consider using a similar policy.

Re-entry grants for those who have stopped out for family caregiving needs

NIH has also taken the lead on helping individuals re-enter the academic pipeline by providing supplements to existing grants.

Principal Investigators holding NIH research grants of the specified types (see announcement) can apply for administrative supplements to support individuals with high potential to re-enter an active research career after taking time off to care for children or attend to other family responsibilities. It is anticipated that at the completion of the supplement, the reentry scientist will be in a position to apply for a career development (K) award, a research award, or some other form of independent research support.\textsuperscript{108}

Programs such as these send a very clear message that taking time off does not have to mean the end of a potentially productive career. Other agencies should follow this example.

Additional ideas

Several other ideas came up in the course of our research project that could be highly beneficial in the long run if done effectively. Currently, researchers who have productivity gaps due to family responsibilities are evaluated by reviewers on the same footing as individuals without family responsibilities. Almost invariably this brings up the question of whether and how to provide this information to reviewers so that it does not further disadvantage the individual with family responsibilities. Some universities have sought to provide reviewers with instructions regarding these issues, and federal agencies should consider working with universities with direct experience to provide general guidelines to address this challenging problem.

The absence of good data is another significant problem. Until federal agencies collect data on family status in addition to gender it will be impossible to determine whether family effects account for some of the observed patterns of gender inequity in grant application and grant receipt.
For example, studies from NIH indicate that women are less likely to reapply for additional grants. This is a critical issue to examine in detail, but without family status data it is nearly impossible to sort out the various effects. And as previously noted (see Figure 5), the percent of women receiving fellowships/grants from NIH and NSF drops considerably from predoctoral to competitive faculty grants. The best way to discover what accounts for this steep drop off is to construct longitudinal data sets that will allow this type of analysis. Although this can be a relatively costly proposition (relative to one-time surveys), the stakes for researchers are high and the need is great to better understand the loss of women from the science pipeline.
Federal agencies and research universities need to take concerted action to provide a suite of family responsive policies and resources for America’s researchers to change the problems outlined in this paper and keep young researchers in the pipeline to fast-track academic careers in the sciences. During our more than three years of in-depth research and analysis on this complex topic we have discovered an unfortunate absence of university-agency synergy. At research universities many expect that federal agencies will provide clear guidance in this area (besides the Office of Management and Budget Cost Principles) and they are frustrated by the seeming lack of clarity regarding family responsive policies and necessary funding to support them.

Among federal agencies the common sentiment seems to be that it’s up to the research universities to take care of these issues and that federal agencies are best suited to stay out of them—or even must stay out of them. It is clear, however, that the current absence of baseline accommodations and a suite of family responsive resources that support scholars throughout their careers and life course call for immediate joint effort. Given the continuing growth of women in the science pipeline, the presence of an administration interested in these issues, and the continuing growth of science infrastructure in other nations, the time is right to begin to seriously addressing these issues as partners and in association with other critical players including Congress and professional and national associations.

Recommendations

Promote clear, well-communicated, baseline family responsive policies for all classes of researchers.

As described at length in this report America’s researchers currently do not receive adequate benefits in regard to family responsive policies, and this problem is particularly acute among more junior researchers. Together, federal agencies and universities can make headway in solving this systemic problem. Federal agencies, particularly NIH, NSF, and the auxiliary American Association for the Advancement of Science can help by setting equitable, clearly communicated baseline family responsive policies for their fellows.
Universities must adopt baseline family responsive policies for all of their classes of researchers—not just faculty. Graduate student researchers and postdoctoral scholars are the least benefited and are arguably the most important in affecting the future of U.S. science. In fact, postdoctoral scholars in particular are known to generate many new scientific studies.110

These groups are also the least likely to have children (especially graduate students), so the cost of providing benefits to them may not be as high as many fear. To lose talented scholars from the science pipeline because of our failure to provide baseline family responsive policies seems pennywise but pound foolish. If young scholars continue to leak out of the pipeline prior to seeking fast-track careers in the sciences, there is no way to make sure that they are not largely or entirely lost to our nation’s capacity to generate new scientific discoveries.

Provide federal agency or university supplements to offset family event productivity loss and help principal investigators.

Without providing additional financial supplements in association with family responsive policies, however, faculty and research PIs will end up bearing the brunt of supporting any family related absence from their limited research dollars. This dynamic is unfair to PIs and may create a situation where they will find it to their advantage to avoid hiring researchers who might eventually need to use family responsive policies. This becomes an unintended form of discrimination against women.

Accordingly, support can either come from federal agencies in the form of supplements to grants—in the case of productivity losses due to researchers’ family related absences; from universities through increased benefit rates with set-aside reimbursement pools of money at the university level (available to PIs upon request); or tapping existing overhead to provide reimbursement along similar lines.

Collaboratively move toward a full package of family friendly policies/resources that take into account the career/family life course.

Providing America’s researchers with baby-centric family responsive polices will not be enough. They need access to a fuller suite of policy and resource offerings that span the career and life-course. Both universities and federal agencies have been increasingly proactive in this area, but greater sharing and widescale adoption of proven practices are necessary. All major research universities should look to build a family friendly package of policies and resources and federal agencies can provide much more than they already do.
Remove time-based criteria for fellowships and productivity assessments that do not acknowledge family events and their impact on career timing.

The lock-step timing of academia, with its seeming fixation with bean counting and piece-rate productivity—for example, number of peer reviewed articles per academic year—needs to be more flexible. Time caps and barriers to entry that set rigid sequential deadlines should be removed or made more flexible (caregiving slow downs or stop outs should be respected for what they are, not viewed as a lack of commitment or justification for exclusion from career entry). Universities and federal agencies need to examine all of their policies in this regard and look for ways to encourage re-entry into the pipeline and promote a more holistic concept of career patterns that honors the larger needs of individuals.

Collect and analyze the necessary data to make sure existing and future policy initiatives are effective in meeting researchers’ needs and comply with Title IX.

Without systematic longitudinal data on all of these issues decisions will continue to be made based on intuition and anecdote. Both federal agencies and universities need to be proactive in building and maintaining the necessary datasets to assess whether our efforts are yielding positive results and whether Title IX requirements are being met. For example, does tenure clock extension help faculty or does it unintentionally disadvantage them later in their careers? How much do family effects explain the drop off of women in federal funding rates at each successive training/career level?

Federal agencies can provide more grant programs to help to determine whether efforts are working—most gender equity and family responsive initiatives remain under-assessed. The lack of necessary data and multiyear commitments to these efforts continues to hamper our efforts to meet our legal obligations and offer truly effective initiatives.
Conclusion

Now is the time to move forward. If we delay we simply continue to lose talented scholars from fast-track academic careers in the sciences—to the detriment of our nation’s future. By taking concerted action we can equitably enhance America’s researchers and reap the rewards of maintaining our nation’s preeminence in scientific training and discovery. This is the hope of young scholars across the country and it will benefit our scientific future.
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